Members of both parties are now criticizing Biden’s policy on Mexican border.

Rounding out 2022, Rep. Tony Gonzales (R-Texas) told reporters he paid a visit to a Border Patrol illegal immigrant holding center in his district just outside of El Paso on Dec. 16. In multiple interviews, the congressman played shocking video he took of conditions there, revealing how disastrous the Joe Biden immigration policy has been—not just for the United States but for the immigrants themselves, many of whom have spent months locked away while they wait to be processed.

Four years ago, in late June 2018, while Donald Trump was president, far-left Rep. Alexandria Ocasio-Cortez (D-N.Y.), aka “AOC,” posed for photos at one of the many border camps near where Gonzales visited. In one now-infamous picture, AOC can be seen in a spotless white jumpsuit, leaning against a chain-link fence, doubled over and supposedly crying over what she said were immigrants being held in “cages.”

At the time, Border Patrol officials were quick to explain that immigrants were not being held in cages. They were actually separated into blocks by chain-link fencing inside large rooms for the purpose of keeping track of all the illegal immigrants in the detention center that had been caught sneaking across the U.S. border.

Today—even though conditions are much worse than when she visited in 2018—AOC is nowhere to be seen, because Biden, a Democrat, and not Trump, is in charge of how the U.S. polices our border now.

In photos given to reporters by Gonzales’s staff, illegal immigrants in the detention center can be seen piled up on each other, sleeping under cheap silver reflective blankets, separated by chain-link fences, just as they were when AOC was traumatized several years ago.

Gonzales says, when he took the video, 4,600 migrants were in federal custody, but capacity in that one center is only supposed to be 1,040.
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“What I saw shocked me, and I wanted to share that with the world,” Gonzales told reporters. “It’s not about politics. It’s not about trying to create this image that isn’t there. This is the reality. These are the facts. We’re not even at the worst of it yet.”

Recently, Supreme Court Chief Justice John Roberts put what he said would be a temporary hold on ending the Trump era immigration policy called Title 42 that was set to end on December 21.

The policy was enacted at the height of the Covid pandemic, giving immigration authorities the power to swiftly expel illegal immigrants who may pose a health risk to the United States. The Biden administration petitioned the court to have the policy ended.

Gonzales, whose district butts up against the border, wants the policy to remain well into 2023.

“We have a crisis at our southern border,” concluded Gonzales. “Never before in our nation’s history have we experienced this scope and scale of illegal border crossings.”

Even California Gov. Gavin Newsom is worried. “California is about to break” from the flood of illegal migrants who have already entered the Golden State. “We can’t continue to fund all of these illegal immigrant sites because of the budgetary pressures now being placed on this state.”
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Unless the flood of illegal immigrants is stopped, taxpayers will have to pony up more money or “people will end up on the streets,” Newsom says.